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Before Isaac could say something, Jenson scoffed coldly, “Cut the crap! If the
Garrisons know such a person, why would you fall to such a miserable state?”

The Fletchers decided to ignore the Garrisons.

To them, the Garrisons were like clowns.

We only invited the Garrison family to the wedding to humiliate them. They
wouldn’t be here if not for that reason.

Naturally, they don’t have the right to speak here.

Everyone eagerly anticipated the arrival of the person who gave the Love of the
World, especially the Fletchers.

Next, it was time for the guests to give their cash gifts for the wedding.

After the Fletcher family’s status rose, many of the cash gifts they received
amounted to tens or hundreds of thousands.

An example was Glenn Rogers, who gifted a hundred thousand.

Park Cheon-shin even gave a cash gift of ten million, causing Jenson and the
rest to laugh in delight.

They earned twenty to thirty million just by organizing a wedding.

Not to forget, there was even the eight hundred-million necklace, too.



They profited so much from today!

After everyone finished giving their gifts, Hailey, the supervisor of the North
Hampton Bank headquarters, walked over.

“Ms. Stinson, why are you here?”

Many people present recognized Hailey.

The Fletcher family greeted her respectfully as they would be interacting a lot
with the headquarters in the future.

“Are you here to attend my daughter’s wedding, too, Ms. Stinson?” asked Isaac
with a smile.

Hailey shook her head. “Hello, Ms. Lauren. I’m here to pass a guest’s wedding
gift to you. As it’s very expensive, I came here myself.”

“Huh?”

Lauren was shocked yet delighted.

How expensive must the gift be that warranted such a high-ranking supervisor
from the headquarters to make an in-person visit?

“You’ve received the Love of the World, right?” asked Hailey with a smile.

“Huh? Yes, I’ve received it…”

Lauren was astounded, not expecting the person who gave her the necklace to
give a cash gift, too.

“He already sent me a gift. Is he still giving me a cash gift?”



Lauren felt a little embarrassed.

“Of course. They’re separate matters, anyway.”

Hailey took out a cheque and read, “The person will be giving you a cash gift of
888888888!”

When Lauren saw the long string of numbers on the cheque, she almost fainted
from the shock.

The cash gift is more than eight hundred eighty million?

What a grand spectacle!

What kind of person is he?

“Here’s the cheque. My task is complete!”

Hailey and a fellow bank staff then left.

Lauren held the cheque with trembling hands, confirming over and over again
that there were nine “8”s written on it.

Hailey had delivered the cheque to her personally, so it was definitely not forged!

Oh my!

Who is it?

He gave me an eight hundred-million necklace and a cash gift of an even greater
amount.

The Fletchers were over the moon.



With such a friend, they felt extremely proud of themselves.

The Fletcher family would be the most powerful family in North Hampton in the
future!

This time, even Park Cheon-shin and Lee Jae-shik were stunned.

This person is so extravagant, having spent nearly two billion in one go.

His gifts indicate that he must be extremely wealthy.

Wait, something’s not right!

Park Cheon-shin frowned.

He had investigated the Fletchers’ background thoroughly. They were not
associated with anyone so powerful!

He had even investigated their distant relatives, but no such person popped out.

Who is it?

Lauren felt that everything was like a dream.

Do I have a friend like that, who would give such grand gifts at my wedding?

She urgently wanted to know the identity of that mysterious person.

“Ma’am, it’s time for the wedding. Do we start now?” asked the host.

“Wait for a while! He hasn’t arrived yet,” replied Lauren.



Although she did not know who it was, the wedding could only begin after he
arrived.

Oh, right.

Why hasn’t Levi come?


